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Taking Action? The 2019 Climate Change Summit
by Jayla Stack '21
Climate Change is a complex
electricity contributed 28%, and
problem. Global warming caused
transportation contributed 29%.
by climate change has been a freSince these activities are the main
quent topic of discussion recently.
cause of anthropogenic climate
The UN Climate Conference, held
change, for reform to happen, big
from September 21st to 23rd 2019,
changes will have to take place
was an attempt to create concrete among industries and world leadgoals to fight climate change ers.
within the major nations that atBut what can be done to combat
tended. However, the oaths made
climate change? David Attenbordid not impress many climate acough, the voice of the BBC's
tivists, including 16- year- old
Planet Earth says, ?If we don?t take
Swedish activist and the face of
action, the collapse of our civilizaclimate change: Greta Thunberg.
tions and the extinction of much
The Gunnery?s Environmental
of the natural world is on the horiScience Teacher, Mr. Lovejoy, says zon.?
that
?anthropogenic
climate
However, at the UN Climate Conchange can be tied to the emission
ference, the vows made by major
of greenhouse gases like carbon
leaders and countries fell short of
dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxthe expectations of many advoide.? In 2017, The US Environcates and diplomats. Among these
mental Protection Agency found
that industry work contributed
25% of greenhouse gas emissions,
(Continued on A3)

PH OT O: Some of T he Gunnery's students and faculty show off
their progress from Movember!

The Gunnery's Annual Movember Campaign
by Harry Harwood '20
Movember is a global initiative that is dedicated to funding over 1,250 men?s health projects with the help of both men and women
around the world. The organization helps
men live happier, healthier, and longer lives
and has been doing so since 2003. The project has gained over 5 million ?Mo Bros and
Mo Sistas? since its foundation and by 2030 is
expected to reduce the number of men dying
prematurely by 25%. The Movember Foundation specifically invests in programs that
support prostate cancer, testicular cancer,
cancer survivorship, suicide prevention, and
mental health. Funds raised from 2018 to

April 2019 approximate to AUD $75 million,
all dedicated to helping men around the
world.
The Gunnery has been supporting the foundation through growing beards and donating
online. Zander Lizzote ?20 and Aris Papathanasiou ?20 have been the student leaders
at the forefront of gaining student support for
this fundraiser. Mr. Surjan has been the faculty advisor and leader of the charity on campus as he?s made countless announcements
encouraging donations. After students donate online or in cash, they receive a red
(Continued on A3)

A Recap of Fall Sports
Co- Curriculars are a big
part of student?s lives at the
Gunnery. In the fall, there
are five different sports offered, and four other options; X- Term, The Fall
Play, Outdoor Stewardship,
and Mind & Body.
Cross Country
The boys and girls cross
country team had a fantastic racing season, led by
captains Buckley Huffstetler ?20, Gianna Russillo
?20, and Harry Harwood
?20. The team competed in

by Juliette Gaggini '20
This fall, the girls team was
undefeated and won the
New England Championship race, which The
Gunnery hosted.
Captain of the girls team,
Gianna Russillo, was excited about how the season
went. When asked about
the success of the team this
year, she said, ?The new
people on the team this
year were game- changing.
The new girls brought a lot
of strength and skill to the
core running group. They

seven meets this season.

brought a new and refreshing energy to the team.?
After four years, this was
Gianna?s last season on the
Gunnery cross country
team, but she is excited for
the team next year, saying,
?4 of our top 5 runners will
be returning and I have
complete faith in their ability to work hard and be
successful. The juniors, rising seniors, will carry the
team next year, as not only
are they strong runners, but
they are also reliable and
responsible leaders."
(Continued on A2)

PH OT Os by Mr. Dutton, featuring the Girl's Varsity Crew and Varsity Football
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A Recap of Fall Sports

(Continued from A1)

some and competitive season. Ms.
Nongera is sad to see this year?s seniors
leave, saying, ?This year's senior class
has matured tremendously over the
course of their time here. It's amazing to
see those who came in with little to no
experience with the sport, grow and
mature into impact players on the
team.?
The boys cross country team also had a
great season, winning four of their
seven meets. They participated in many
tough races against competitive schools,
such as Salisbury, Berkshire, Canterbury and Pomfret, and had great results.
The boys also had fantastic results at
New England?s, with all seven of their
varsity runners coming in on a three
mile race under twenty minutes.
Co-Captain Harry Harwood, was proud
of the results from the varsity boys, saying, ?New England?s was the best team
effort of the year for the boys, as we had
almost every runner set a personal
record. I am excited to see the program
continue to grow in the future.?

Field Hockey
The girls varsity field hockey team
worked hard and had great results this
season. The four senior captains,
Corinne Bolding ?20, Libby Maxwell
?20, Sofia Pattillo ?20, and Grace Genest
?20. They won six games and lost nine.
The team also hosted their annual
?Play4 the Cure? game, raising $8,032
for Cancer research.
Co- Captain Sofia Pattillo, looked back
on her fourth and final season playing
field hockey at the Gunnery saying,
?Our team had great chemistry this
year. We had a large number of first
years, but it didn?t take long for relationships to form between them and the
returners. We have had a lot of fun this
season and I?m excited about all of the
new friendships made!?
The varsity field hockey?s Head Coach,
Ms. Nongera, was super excited about
the turnout of the season. When asked
about the team culture this year, Ms.

The girls JV field hockey team had a fun
season. Team captains Anjavie Thompson ?21, and Isabel Martin ?20 were very
excited about how the season turned
out and bonds that the team made.
Thompson said, ?I loved working with
such a diverse group of girls with different levels of field hockey experience and
I can?t wait to see how the team changes
over the course of the rest of my time
here.?

Football
The boys eight- man football team had
an awesome season so far with this
years? captains, Zach Barret ?20, Noah
Greenberg ?20, Jason Searles ?20, and
Adam Feldman ?21. They won all four
of their games.
When thinking back over his time on
the Gunnery football team, four year
senior and Co- Captain, Jason Searles,
said, ?Each year our team has done the
same drills but the one thing that has
made it special has been all of the different personalities doing the drills.?
Next years returning Co-Captain Adam
Feldman looked back on this past fall
season saying, "I feel that the season
went very well. Although we didn't
make the championship, we improved
tremendously from the past two seasons. Starting off the season 4- 0 then
losing the last two games was disappointing, but it was still a really great
season."
Head Coach, Mr. Gritti, was also
pleased with the results of the season,
saying, ?The season was great, we were
4- 3 which was the best record we have
had in a few years and the team had a
lot of fun.?

Rowing

Nongera said, ?The team is extremely
supportive of one another. This year in
particular, it has been great to see how
well all the new players have been integrated into the squad. The captains set a
great tone, and everyone shows up with
enthusiasm, and genuine excitement.?
Despite having eight new players on the
squad this year on a team of 18, the girls
did a great job of embracing each others
playing styles and quickly picking up
the skills necessary for having an awe

PHOTOS: by Mr. Dutton

by Juliette Gaggini '20

Both the boys and girls rowing teams
have had an awesome fall season of racing. They raced at the Head of the
Riverfront, Head of the Housatonic,
Head of the Charles, and Head of the
Schuylkill. The varsity girls rowing
team, with captains Hannah Richards
?20, and Sam Gilbert 20, also had a great
fall racing season. They came in 71st at
the Head of the Charles, and 28th at the
Head of the Schuylkill.
When looking back on the season, CoCaptain Hannah Richards said, ?The
fall season for the girl's team has been
great! We have a lot of great new girls
on the team, and we are looking forward to the spring season. We had a total of three races this fall in addition to
the first boat that was lucky enough to

go to the Head of the Charles for the
second year in a row.?
Head Coach of the girls team, Mr.
Poole, was also happy about their results this season, saying, ?The season
was good, there was a lot of growth that
happened over the course of the term.
At the end of the term in our final 2k
test we had four girls go under eight
minutes, which was the first time we
have had such good results since I have
been at this school, so we definitely are
in a pretty good place for the spring.?
The boys team, with captains Sean
Christiansen ?21, Nathan Quelle ?21,
and Juliette Gaggini ?20, had a great season. They fought hard at The Head of
the Charles, coming in 28th place out of
85 boats. At the Head of the Schuylkill
they came in 13th place out of a field of
65 boats. and they brought home some
hardware at the Head of the Riverfront
with a first- and third- place win. CoCaptain Sean Christiansen is hopeful
about the upcoming spring season, saying, ?I think that we have really improved overall as an entire team. Everyone on the team has gotten a lot better
and I think we are in a good position
for next season.?
The boys team also went to one more
race at the very end of the season, the
Bill Braxton Memorial Regatta in New
Jersey. The varsity boys boat had great
results, coming in 5th in the grand finals. Head Coach, Mr. Turner, was incredibly proud of the work that both the
varsity and novice team put in this season, saying, ?The fall season was excellent, not just because we had great results, but because we had a great group
of athletes who grew as individuals, as
individual crews and as a team. The
varsity crew had great results, winning
the quad and placing third in the coxed
four at the Head Of The Riverfront,
which were definitely highlights, as was
qualifying for the 2020 Head Of The
Charles Regatta with a 28th place finish
out of 85 teams.?

learn from scratch. This presents a lot of
challenges but also makes the season
that much more rewarding when one
looks back at where the rowers started
and realizes how far they have come.
Luckily, we were able to rely on experienced coxswains Ava Lee [?21] and
Liam Stewart [?22] and returning rowers Matt Piazza [?22] and Michael Burns
[?22]. With their help. the novices were
able to make great strides this season.?

Soccer
The girls varsity soccer team has been
working hard this season with a
younger group led by team captains Savannah Popick ?20, Jolie Kaplan ?20, and
Hadley Townsend ?20. At the end of the
season, the team had four wins, ten
loses, and one tie.
Four year senior and co-captain, Savannah Popick, said, ?I enjoyed my time
playing on the soccer team here over
the last four years. It has helped me
make many amazing friends and memories.? Head Coach Ms. Ableson was
proud of all the hard work the girls put
in this season. ?The girls soccer team
worked hard this season, with many
new players contributing to the team, as
well as our incredible senior class that
will be missed. The hard work and effort that went into every game did not
necessarily show when it comes to looking at the team record. The girls ended
on a high note, winning versus our rival
Kent on senior day.?
The boys varsity soccer team also had a
good season, despite a few injuries and
minor setbacks. Captains Gui NajeraSweeney ?20 and Eddie Rayhill ?22 lead
the way for this hard- working team.
The team had two wins and thirteen
loses. Head coach, Mr. McMann, looked
back at the season, saying, ?It was a battle this season; We faced tremendous
adversity, played some extremely talented teams, but in the end it was one of
the closest teams I have ever coached.?

The girls and boys novice teams have
worked hard all fall term, and worked
together at creating a positive team
bond. Both novice teams had the opportunity to race this season, and had
some awesome results.
The girls novice coach, Mr. Lovejoy,
said, ?The season was very successful
overall and the new rowers and
coxswains really stepped it up. Because
of the work we did this fall, we are in a
great place as we prepare for the spring.
We expect the girls team to be bigger
than it has been in several years and we
are very excited about the momentum
that is building. The team is now turning our sights on winter training to ensure that we hit the ground running (or
should I say hit the water rowing?)
come March.?
Mr. Visentin, coach of the novice boys
rowing team, was proud of the novice
boys progress throughout the season.
Mr. Visentin said, ?The novice season is
somewhat unique in that there is such a
steep learning curve for rowing, and incoming highschoolers are rarely exposed to the sport before; they have to

The boys JV soccer and thirds soccer
teams also had great seasons. The JV
team won seven games, lost eight and
tied one. The Highlander team only
played three games, winning one and
losing two. Captain of the JV team and
four year senior, Charles Devos ?20,
said, ?Though we had some losses, we
had some great wins, including two 9-0
victories. If I had to describe the season
with one word, it would be successful.?
Across the board, the Gunnery sports
teams had a great season, facing up
against many other competitive and
strong teams.
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Taking Action? The 2019 Climate Change Summit

countries were America and China,
which make up about 40% of global
greenhouse gas emissions.

by Jayla Stack '21

What Is Climate Change?
According to Environmental Science Teacher, Mr. Lovejoy, anthro-

Graph of carbon dioxide levels over the years via
NASA courtesy of NASA
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China made no new promises to
greatly reduce its emissions, and according to The New York Times, the
U.S. ?said nothing at all.? While the
Trump Administration seems to be
uninterested in climate control,
American students are extremely
concerned about the current and future effects of climate change.

pogenic climate change is the
change in global temperatures that
is caused by human activity. Mr.
Lovejoy says, ?climate on Earth has
changed constantly throughout history,

long

before

humans

emerged? [but] the most essential
and dangerous difference between
modern

Unsurprisingly, students are the
biggest advocates for climate
change; this crisis will majorly affect
their future. On Friday, September
20th 2019, students led by Greta
Thunberg demonstrated their concerns in the Youth Climate Strikes.

anthropogenic

climate

change and past climate shifts is the
pace of the change."

Lovejoy states, is almost impossible
for most life on earth to adapt to.
Every year, the increase in global
temperatures has caused a multi-

teenage climate activists ?mobilized

tude of natural disasters. According

A periodical published by The Gunnery, The
Highlander is dedicated to providing information, commentary and entertainment to the
school community. Articles and editorials by
the staff reflect the opinions of the individual
writer on the newspaper staff; contributions
reflect the opinion of the individual contributor. The newspaper does not presume to represent the opinions of The Gunnery's administration. The Highlander seeks to give voice
to a broad range of perspectives and invites
contributions from all members of the community.

some 4 million people across 160

to Vice News, within the past

countries during the global climate

decade, global warming has caused

strikes?. In DC groups such as Ex-

tides to rise, mass migrations,

tinction Rebellion, and 350 Life

famines, droughts, floods, and wild-

blocked the streets of Washington

fires. Natural disasters like this will

DC in an act of climate protest. At

continue to occur increasingly if a

the Youth Climate Conference Greta

change is not made.

A Letter from the Editors

without actually doing anything

to just tell us how inspiring we are
about it, because it doesn?t lead to
anything.? Young activists clearly

Dear Gunnery Community,

want change, but the people in

The newspaper takes pride in is its student leaderWhile catching up with Aris, he deship, with every article being researched, written,
and edited by members of our student community. scribed what Movember means to
Our class advisor going into The Highlander?s 84th
year is an English teacher and editor of the Stray him and what students on campus
Shot, Mr. Visentin.
are doing to support the movement.
Make sure to email TheGunneryHighlander@gun?The way it was described to me was
nery.org if you have any questions! We hope that
you all enjoy the first of three printed editions from similar to Breast Cancer Awareness
our paper this year and make sure to continue your
reading online. Thank you!
and women?s health month in October? Movember is a similar concept
Sincerely,

but is for men instead.? Aris?s job as

The Editors

a leader of the movement on campus

Climate change is a real problem,
and it seems like the younger generations will be left to fix what has
been set up for us. So what can we
do to further combat climate change
and secure a future with a healthy
and habitable planet for ourselves?
Generations will be left to fix what
has been set up for us. So what can
we do to further combat climate
change f secure a future with a
healthy and habitable planet for
ourselves?

Climate Change at The
Gunnery
The Gunnery community is a small
ecosystem. While students can?t directly change the level of importance global leaders have placed on
climate change, we certainly can
make changes in our individual
communities. So, how can we con-

This year?s editors, Juliette Gaggini ?20 and Harry charge are not acting the same
Sutton ?20, welcome you to the first release of the amount of urgency as the younger
2019/2020 cycle?s printed edition of The Gunnery?s generations.
Highlander newspaper. This publication consists of
a select few of the many stories that The Highlander?s wonderful writing staff produced. We will
only release three printed editions this year? one
paper to conclude each of the three terms.
The Gunnery's Annual
While you may only be able to catch a few of the
many articles created by The Highlander this year
on the print edition, readers can view dozens of Movember wristband that signifies
other articles via our website, TheGunneryHighlander.com, where all articles are published. These their support and grants them perarticles represent work by the class members and
mission to grow facial hair.
other interested students from across campus.

We have already placed a greater
emphasis on recycling in past years,
but there are more changes to be
made. Gwendolyn Brown ?20, the
President of Green Club says, ?I
think just as a Gunnery student, being a little more mindful would
make a huge difference...because we
are the generation that is going to be
affected.? Gwen suggests cutting
down on energy consumption and
using reusable water bottles as a way
of being mindful every day. Gwen
also says, ?the Gunnery could consume less beef and pork.?

This rapid change in pace, Mr.

The New York Times says that

Thunberg said, ?Don?t invite us here

trol our carbon footprint here at the
Gunnery?

Movember Campaign

Continued from A1

by Harry Harwood '20
is to get the word out and make sure

So far The Gunnery has made a mo-

everyone is participating. ?Zander

mentous

and I make announcements and get

Movember fund thanks to our large

people to donate? if people can?t

amount of student participants and

grow a beard they should donate

leaders. Our community continues

and spread the word,? Aris said. Fe-

to raise money for men all around

males are also highly encouraged to

the world who are in need and as-

participate by making online dona-

pires to make a difference in men?s

tions to the cause. The Gunnery has

health.

collectively raised over $2,000 as of
November 18th. The goal for 2019 is
to raise $4,000 in total which is double the amount as last year.

contribution

to

the
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Meet The Highlander Newspaper's Staff
by Juliette Gaggini '20

Mr. Visentin: Newspaper Teacher and
Faculty Advisor

Kent, Connecticut
Ava Lee is a three year Junior, and it is
her first time writing for the
Highlander Newspaper. In the Fall and
Spring term she does crew, and in the
Winter she does Mind & Body. This
year, Ava is the manager of the Green
Club! Ava loves dogs, yoga, and
Rihanna. In her spare time Ava enjoys
studying people?s zodiac signs. She also
loves the chocolate chip cookies in the
dining hall!

Rhinebeck, New York
Along with teaching Newspaper, Mr.
Visentin is an English teacher, Rowing
Coach, the editor of the school literary
magazine, the Stray Shot, and a dorm
parent in Bourne dorm. In his free
time, Mr. Visentin enjoys reading,
writing, watching classic movies, and
playing the guitar. Mr. Visentin is very
musically motivated, as he is also
teaching himself the violin. Although
he enjoys music, he also loves silent
movies. In preparation for a good day,
Mr. Visentin starts off each morning
with a cup of coffee and a nice jazz
record.

Lou-Victoria Etoundi Ntsama
Yaounde, Cameroon
This is Lou?s first year here at The
Gunnery. In the Fall she is playing field
hockey, in the Winter basketball, and in
the Spring she is playing golf. Lou is
also part of the French Club! In her free
time Lou loves to golf, discover new
food, to read, and to dance!

Harry Sutton: Editor-In-Chief
Woodbury, Connecticut

Jayla Stack

Harry Sutton is a four year senior and
four year member of the Highlander
Newspaper staff. Harry was one of the
founding members of the Newspaper
Club two years ago! In the fall, you can
catch Harry on the soccer field. Harry
has also been part of the frisbee team in
the Spring and has won Frisbee States
both in his Freshman and Sophomore
year. Harry loves dogs and watching
movies.

Waterbury, Connecticut
This is Jayla Stack?s third year at The
Gunnery. Jayla wrote for her middle
school newspaper, and is now excited to
be part of the Highlander staff! Jayla
does crew in the Fall and Spring, and
plays JV basketball in the Winter. This
year, Jayla is one of the heads of BSU
and is also a leader in the new Student
Activities group. This is also Jayla?s
second year being an RA. Jayla?s
favorite musician is Brockhampton and
she is a Slitherin.

Juliette Gaggini: Managing Editor
Washington, Connecticut

Emma Smith

Juliette is very excited to be a co-editor
of the Highlander Newspaper this year!
It is her fourth year at The Gunnery
and second year as part of the
newspaper staff. In the Fall and Spring
terms she is on the rowing team, and in
the Winter she does Mind & Body! She
also started the French Club last year
and is excited to continue with it this
year. Juliette?s favorite musician is Harry
Styles and she enjoys long walks on the
beach.

Bethlehem, Connecticut
This is Emma?s second year at The
Gunnery. She plays field hockey in the
Fall, participates in the Winter musical,
and plays softball in the Spring! Her
favorite shows to watch are Friends and
Grey?s Anatomy. Her favorite animal is
the polar bear, and her absolute favorite
food is tacos.
Emily Bello
Greenwich, Connecticut

Harry Harwood

This is Emily?s second year at The
Gunnery and first year on the
Highlander Newspaper staff. Emily?s
favorite sport is hockey, but she also
enjoys rowing on the crew team in the
Fall and playing softball in the Spring.
Emily loves having Bitmoji parties on
Snapchat, and loves playing tennis and
hiking. Emily also loves playing chess,
and is promoting a chess club on
campus.

Woodbury, Connecticut
Harry Harwood is a four year senior
and three year writer for the
Highlander Newspaper. Harry runs
cross country in the Fall term and does
a track ISP in the Winter term. Harry is
also a four-year member of the tour
guides and a Head Tour Guide this
year! In his free time, Harry likes
watching classic movies. His favorite
sports team is the New York Yankees.

Kate O'Farrell

Savannah Popick

Sherman, Connecticut

South Windsor, Connecticut

This is Kate O?Farrell?s second year at
The Gunnery, and first year writing for
the school newspaper. In the Fall term
she plays field hockey, in the Winter she
does the musical, and in the Spring she
plays tennis. Kate?s favorite movie is
Monster House and her favorite TV
show is The Office. She loves listening
to music in her free time, and her all
time favorite book is The Outsiders.

Savannah Popick is a four year senior at
The Gunnery, and it is her second year
writing for the Highlander Newspaper.
Savannah loves playing hockey, soccer,
and lacrosse! She is an avid advocator
for the French Club, and her favorite
sports team is the Boston Red Sox.
Savannah loves the Jonas Brothers (and
she is a total Joe girl).
Ava Lee
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The 10th Annual Play4TheCure Event
by Ava Lee '21
This year on October 30, The Gunnery?s field hockey team hosted its 10th
annual Play4thecure game. The Gunnery?s field hockey coaches, varsity
players, junior varsity players, and
many others around campus worked
hard to raise money for the National
Foundation for Cancer Research and
make it a great event.

Every year, the field hockey team and
head field hockey coach, Ms. Nongera,
select a target goal for how much
money they hope to raise for the Foundation for Cancer Research. Last year,
the goal was to raise $2,900, but they
ended up raising $4,094. This year, the
goal was to raise $4,200.

The players are heavily involved in
raising money for the game. Last year,
Laura Wells ?19 sold bracelets and
necklaces. Since they were very popular
with students, they decided to do it
again this year: Katherine Cortese ?21
took the lead in ?Beads Beat Cancer,?
where the team sold necklaces with a
cancer ribbon charm for $8, a plain
necklace for $7, a bracelet with a charm
for $6, and a plain bracelet for $5.
When asked for comment, Cortese said,
?fundraising is going great! The
fundraiser so far is a huge success and it
warms my heart to see our hard work
paying off. From the jewelry, to the tshirts, to the sponsorships, everyone
working together is making this year?s
fundraiser a smashing success.?
The team also sold gray and white tshirts. Students and faculty bought the
shirt that coordinates with the team
they will be supporting.

At the game, the team also held a bake
sale. The bake sale is a fun way to raise
money and provide snacks for everyone
watching the game. Students and faculty were encouraged to support the
cause by helping out and making food
for the bake sale.
The Play4TheCure split the varsity field
hockey team in to two groups, a gray
and a white team. The girls on the team
were in charge of choosing boys to
sponsor; they encouraged people to donate money in their names. The boys
who raised the most money got to play
in the game or be cheerleaders. After
they raised the money, the girls divided
them into two teams.
One of the four captains, Grace Genest
?20 said, ?With this game we hope that
we are able to raise money and lots of
awareness for all types of cancers, all
while making sure everyone has tons of
fun!?

The game was on Tuesday, October 30;
lots of students and faculty came out to
support! The grey team won the game,
3-1ended with a 3-1 win; everyone who
bet on the grey team will now get a
dress down day. The field hockey team
was very excited and was happy to get
the whole community involved in this
event. They hoped to raise even more
money than last year; which they did:
this year, they raised a total of
$8,033.85.The girls are all very happy
with the results and can not wait for
next year!

The Ghosts of Gunnery's Past
by The Highlander's Staff
The Gunnery School has been in existence since 1850. In those years, people
have had close calls with occurrences
some may consider supernatural. The
Highlander is examining The Gunnery?s haunted past by asking our community to share stories of ghostly encounters on campus. The following is a
collection of supernatural experiences

as told by those who have lived through
them. Here are their stories:
The Invisible Friend
as told to Savannah Popick ?20
In one of The Gunnery?s oldest buildings, Bourne, the experiences that have
occured to some have been more than
just ordinary. Bourne was bought by
Frederick Gunn in 1849. The building
was sold a few times before it returned
into the hands of the Gunnery in 1958,
making Bourne 170 years old and a part
of The Gunnery for 61 years. The

amount of individuals, living and dead,
who have crossed paths with Bourne
cannot be counted. Since the building
has been in this world for so long, there
may be far more than just the living
calling Bourne home.
?Before Bourne Room 12, I did not believe in ghosts. But since my year in
room 12, I know ghosts
are real. Everyone always said Bourne is
haunted, but I chose to
ignore those rumors in
order to ensure a good
night?s sleep. I should
have listened.
My experience with
Mindy, the Room 12
ghost, all began the
week of the three fire
alarms. October 1st ?
the fire alarm went off at 10:30, on October 2nd the alarm rang at 10:45, and
on the third and final night, October
3rd, the alarm sounded at almost 11:00.
It was on the third night when I had my
first run in with Mindy.
It was past midnight by the time I had
finally fallen asleep, and, by my roommates? accounts, I began to sleep- talk.
Now, the talk was incoherent and pure
gibberish, but this was the first night of
many where I conversed with Mindy.

Mindy, who communicated her name
to me in one of our first exchanges,
wanted to wreak greater havoc on my
room but I kept her at bay by simply
having conversations almost every
night. Often, we would wake up and
notice pencils and binders have moved
on our desks or papers now strewn
across the floor. Again, I allowed,
through our gibberish conversations,
Mindy to move items only slightly and
helped her to resist her urges to do
greater damage.
Mindy and my relationship continued
past the week of fire alarms and continued throughout the year. You can ask
my roommates, sometimes our conversations would be so intriguing I would
sit up in bed during my sleep to talk.
Over the course of my year in Room 12,
Mindy and I became close with each
other. I would consider her one of my
roommates too!?
A Draft? A Mouse? A? Ghost?
as told to Harry Harwood ?20
Like Gianna, Carmine Andranovich ?21
has had eerie experiences in Bourne.
Carmine considers Bourne dormitory a
?hot spot? for paranormal activity.
Carmine described in a Tuesday, October 15, 2019 interview three ghostly encounters he experienced roughly a year
ago.

In Carmine?s first paranormal experience, he illustrates exactly what happened as he describes an uncanny incident involving his bedroom door opening and then closing around 2:00 in the
morning:
?Last year I was in Bourne dorm, the
room right next to the single bathroom.
My roommate fell asleep and I was trying to fall asleep. All of a sudden my
door opened, then shut. It was like
2:00am and the door opened and closed
but didn?t slam. I was banking on that it
wasn?t a person, it was literally 2:00am.
There was something there.?
He then proceeds to describe a similar
experience later on in the year:
?Bourne is a hot spot. I was in the quad
to the left of the stairs. Me and my
friend were looking out towards his
door because, once again, the door flew
open, and this time me and my friend
got up and went and looked up and
down the hallway, no one was there, we
were checking for open windows,
maybe a draft? No draft.?
Carmine?s third creepy experience in
Bourne was later in the Winter after he
and his roommate came back from a
hockey game. Carmine explains how he
was sitting in his room talking with his
friend and suddenly his shoe flipped
upright from its side:
(Continued on A6)
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The Ghosts of Gunnery's Past

(Continued from A5)
?People were trying to convince me this
was a mouse. But me and my roommate
came back from one of our games, and
we were just sitting there during study
hall around 8:00. Me and Mark were
just having a normal conversation and
his shoe was sitting there on its side,
propped up against my dresser. It was
sitting there for like 10 minutes. We
both heard it fall. We looked at it and
said, that must have been a ghost. We
ripped our room apart after [looking for
a mouse]? No mouse.?
No matter if you believe in ghosts or
not, it is undisputed that Bourne
dormitory has been the source of many

by The Highlander's Staff
spine-chilling tales. When asked for a Although some people said that they
statement on the dorm?s abnormal
have never seen a ghost on campus,
incidents, former Bourne resident Aris some of the spooky responses were as
Papathanasiou ?20 stated, ?That dorm is follows.
haunted; you feel things.?
Responses to the Gunnery Ghost Story
Survey reported by Juliette Gaggini ?20:
The Highlander Newspaper staff also
sent out a survey to the whole school
asking about their ghost encounters on
campus. Out of the 27 responses to the
survey, 13 people said that they have
seen and/or felt the presence of a ghost
on campus.

?I?ve seen a ghost in the grotto in front
of the dining hall, all the time. It moans
and groans and cries out for beets and
cauliflower. It seems dreadfully
unhappy and has a wispy look about it,
as if it is perpetually displeased.?

Another response had to do with one
ghost in particular, the ghost of the late
Frederick Gunn.
?Dead Fred is ubiquitous. He has his
nose in everyone?s affairs. He?s
crepuscular. The sun bothers his thin
skin. Dead Fred seems disturbed by
certain trends at his school: the
breakfast cereal choices and a certain
moral vacuousness. He?s said to haunt
those who choose the wrong cereal or
the wrong words."

A Profile of the Six Qualifiers for the December Democratic Debate
by Harry Sutton '20
November 20, 2019 marked the night
of the fifth round of Democratic candidate primary debates, and while it
seems like a long time from now, the
2020 Presidential Election is right
around the corner.
With only 11 months until the election,
the number of candidates remaining
seems overwhelming. Six of the ten remaining candidates have qualified to
take part in the next debate, which will
take place in December. With so many
candidates still in the race for the Democratic nomination, their ideologies
are quite diverse.

litical participation across all citizens of
America. Biden spent eight years in the
White House with Barack Obama and
is one of the most experienced Washington politicians in the running, with
36 years as a Delaware senator, service
in the Senate Judiciary Committee, and
foreign relations experience under his
belt.

Some candidates are running with
more radical policies, while others are
much more moderate. Bernie Sanders,
who has self- identified as a ?socialist,?
wants to initiate acts such as free health
care and free public universities; on the
other side of the spectrum, Joe Biden is
a more moderate Democrat.
Whether they are a supporter of more
radical or more moderate views, the
idea that all Democrats agree on is that
they want to defeat President Donald
Trump. Joe Biden, Pete Buttigieg, Amy
Klobuchar, Bernie Sanders, Tom Steyer,
and Elizabeth Warren are the six most
popular remaining candidates.
As a significant number of students at
The Gunnery will be 18 years old by
the day that election time comes
around, our school?s publication incredibly values informing the school?s
student body. Political knowledge and
participation are key aspects of American citizenship, but in the 21st century
many teenagers might not prioritize
politics.

Pete Buttigieg, nicknamed ?Mayor Pete?
due to his eight years as Mayor of
South Bend, Indiana, is a veteran of the
Navy, the youngest candidate at the age
of 37, and is the only openly LGBT
candidate in the 2020 race. Buttigieg
describes himself as a Democratic capitalist who emphasizes issues of climate
change, universal health care, and
abortion rights. Buttigieg is currently
polling fourth, with 8% of the primary
vote supporting him.

rights, and health care. Klobuchar has
stated that she uses humor to distinguish herself. While Klobuchar is coming off a successful debate on October
15, she is polling sixth with 3% of the
party?s support.

Bernie Sanders is running in his second consecutive presidential primary,
after a noteworthy campaign in 2016.
Sanders has been a significant member
of the national political sphere for
decades. He spent eight years as
Burlington, Vermont?s mayor in the
1980?s, served for 16 years in Congress
as a representative and has experience
both in the Senate Veterans? Affairs
Committee and the Senate Budget
Committee. Sanders was the runner-up
in the Democratic primary in 2016,
finishing second to Hillary Clinton,
and is one of the race?s front runners.

?80s. In July 2019, Steyer announced
that he was running for the 2020 Presidential Election and remains one of the
candidates, despite big drop- outs such
as Kamala Harris and Beto O?Rourke.

Elizabeth Warren is one of the frontrunners in the candidate race, currently polling second and pushing on
Joe Biden?s top spot; she is currently
less than 2% behind Biden in the polls,
as of October 18, 2019. Warren served
as a Vermont senator for six years and
as Vice-Chair of the Democratic Senate
Caucus. Since the announcement of
her candidacy, she has released an extensive list of her policies, from assisting small businesses to introducing free
public university, to taxing large corporations more strictly. Warren has been
an avid opponent of Trump for years
and was involved in a media controversy when she clashed heads with the
president after she claimed she had Native American roots, and turned out to
be less than 1%.

For the 2020 Presidential Election, accurate information about the candidates is extremely important for our
student body. To this end, The Highlander has profiled the views and policies of the six candidates who qualified
for the sixth debate later on this month.
Joe Biden served as the 47th Vice President of the United States and has been
the frontrunner in the Democratic race
for months. His policies are among the
more moderate Democrats in the race.
Biden is running with three main
points: reviving the middle class,
demonstrating America?s power on the
world stage, and encouraging more po-

Amy Klobuchar got her start as a
county attorney and has served as Senator for Minnesota for 12 years. Despite trailing in the polls, NBC and
USA Today both deemed Klobuchar?s
performance in the debate as impressive. Klobuchar calls herself a modern
liberal who supports pro-choice, LGBT

Tom Steyer is a billionaire known for
founding Farallon Capital, a massively
successful hedge fund. Steyer does not
have experience in political office but
has been known for political involvement and activism as far back as the

PHOTOS via Politico, NY Post,
Washington Post, CNN, USA Today,
and CNBC.
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The Gunnery Welcomes New Faculty Members for the 19/20 School Year
by Emily Bello '21
Every year, The Gunnery?s campus is
flooded with new students from all
over the world, and in this influx, we
might often lose sight of the new faculty members joining our campus as
well. This year at The Gunnery, we
have three new teachers on campus:
Mrs. Haverstock, Mr. McKhann, and
Mr. Castonguay.

Impact: ?I hope that the community
will see more and more of our environment through the lens of engineering?

Welcoming new faculty members is no
small matter: it can change the whole
structure of the school. Teachers such
as Mr. Small and Mr. Trundy have been
a strong foundation for the flow of the
school for over 20 years. Members of
The Gunnery community speculate
how new teachers will build on this
foundation. So, with this in mind, The
Highlander Newspaper asked all three
of the new faculty members four questions to introduce themselves to the
school:

Fun Fact: ?I participate and finish
marathons for cancer research and I
also play the piano!?

Teaching Style: ?My students say I'm
entertaining, I think of teaching as a
conversation amongst students and
faculty with the opportunity for all of
us to learn every day.?

contributor to the community. I bring a
diverse background in education,
coaching and in the financial arena, so
I hope to be able to help cultivate skills
and attitudes that can help students
find success and satisfaction in a wide
variety of venues.?
Teaching Style: ?My teaching style is
focused on the process of getting better
at the basic skills that are applicable in
school and in life. This is mostly
through the cultivation of good habits,
good movement, and good communication
and
critical
thinking.?
Fun Fact: ?I have lived in all four US
time zones, traveled through all 48
contiguous states, and can also ride a
unicycle?

Why did you choose The Gunnery?
What kind of impact do you wish to
have on the community?

and authentic climate shift towards the
Arts here at The Gunnery. This includes enhancements and new course
offerings in a comprehensive Music,
Drama,
Dance,
and
possible
TV/Video/Film curriculum, as well as
nurturing our robust Visual Arts and
Photography program.?
Teaching Style: ?Although on the surface I teach music in all different genres, I feel, more importantly, that I
teach life skills, leadership, and character development through the vehicle of
music.?
Fun Fact: ?I was the first Christian to
teach at an orthodox Jewish school,
called Landow Yeshiva, in South Beach
(Miami, FL); and I didn't teach music! I
taught algebra to 8th- grade boys and
girls (on separate floors of the school as
they were not allowed to be on the
same floor) and secular studies (all
subjects besides religion) to 5th- grade
boys. This is how I fell in love with
teaching! That was over 26 years ago!?

Can you describe your teaching style?
Can you give us a fun fact about
yourself?
Find their answers below:
Mrs. Haverstock:
Why The Gunnery: ?I Grew up in
Litchfield and knew The Gunnery?s
reputation. I fell in love with the campus when I visited and when I was
looking at schools, The Gunnery offered the IDEAS program and having
been an engineer for over 20 years, I
thought I could add value being the director of the IDEASlab.?

Mr. McKhann
Why The Gunnery: ?I choose The
Gunnery because it was the right fit. It
was the right fit from the standpoint of
the role that I was going to be able to
play. I was very excited to be the new
ski coach, to get back into the classroom teaching and to bring my knowledge in sports performance to the athletes here. It is also the right fit in terms
of the focus on character education,
which I believe is the most important
thing that a boarding school can provide. And it doesn't hurt that it is so
beautiful here!?
Impact: ?I hope that I can be a positive

Mr. Castonguay
Why The Gunnery: ?Community, the
school's desire to incorporate a climate
shift towards the arts with a catalyst
that is the new Arts & Community
Center, location, and family environment and local schools (I have two
daughters, Siena (10) and Summer (7);
my wife's name is Melissa)?

The Gunnery is extremely excited to
have new staff members and we look
forward to watching the progression of
our arts, academics and sports programs through their extensive qualifications and abilities.

Impact: ?I hope to be a part of the
stewardship to a successfully genuine

A Winter Astrology Horoscope
by Ava Lee '21
Aries: As the most social zodiac sign,

Cancer: As a very conscious air sign,

Libra: A new need to concentrate will

Capricorn: From now until the end of

you tend to get distracted by opportu-

the new year will bring strong feelings

allow you to calm down and consider

the year, your main goal should be

nities to socialize. Next month, set new

of passion. This will inspire you to

your responsibilities in a new light. Al-

putting a productive spin on any bad

priorities to focus on your identity, like

make changes in your life and become

though you normally have some indeci-

situation. If you are able to overcome

completing arduous tasks.

more prepared for next year.

sive tendencies, this new focus will

the obstacles you are faced with you

catch everyone's attention.

will feel ready for a new year.

Taurus: This month you will be feeling

Leo: All year you have been fighting

extra positive and ambitious, making it

hard to prove yourself, and it certainly

Scorpio: For the end of the year, you

Aquarius: As a typically forward-

the perfect time for New Year?s Resolu-

has not gone unnoticed. Take the end of

will be on an unstoppable streak! You

thinker and a seeker of change, you will

tions! Consider what you have accom-

the year to celebrate all of your accom-

are ready to power through the cold

feel the urge to make a switch. This

plished this year and find new goals for

plishments, and enjoy your winter

winter and focus on your work, so aim

might mean a social change, or it could

next year.

break.

high!

be a change in the workplace.

Gemini: Recently, you have been drawn

Virgo: Good things are coming for you

Sagittarius: Happy Birthday, Sagittarius!

Pisces: As the oldest and most mature

to your responsibilities in the workplace

in the next month! As a very dedicated

Although you have been feeling weary

sign, you are always caring for others

or school. With the need to improve
conditions around you, it is a great time
to balance the many sides of your personality and stay positive.

sign, a reward is in order. When Jupiter
moves next to your sign, you will experience great luck and opportunities will
present themselves, so enjoy!

about all the tasks you are under pressure to complete, you are in a phase
where you should find a new way of organizing yourself.

and worrying about everyone else. The
holidays are a great time to relieve
stress and restore yourself. Make sure to
stay optimistic!
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A Look At The Gunnery's International Student Body
This year at The Gunnery, we have international students representing seventeen countries around the world: Korea,
China, Cameroon, Vietnam, Spain, Dominican Republic, Russia, Hong Kong,
Japan, El Salvador, Bahamas, Sweden,
Germany, Australia, Bahrain, Cyprus,
and Canada.
Having students from all over the world

by Lou Etoundi Ntsama '21
long time since I enjoyed going to longing to a family but at the same moschool, but now I do.?

ment being different. Everybody is very

Dominican Republic:
Estela Jana Salcedo '21
?For me, I decided to become an inter-

helpful and nice.?

Taiken Matsuzawa '23
?All my life, I lived in Japan. In the beginning, it was kind of a shock, but I

national student to meet other new peo-

Bahamas:
Sasha Pastoukhova Valdez ?22
?People are very welcoming and inter-

ple, discover a new culture and explore

ested to know where you are from and

effect on me. But obviously, I miss

new ventures. Of course, I?m very

it's cool. I'm very homesick, especially

Japanese food.?

homesick because I miss my family.?

considering the landscape: at home, I

adds to the diversity, pride, and the
beauty of The Gunnery community. We

Japan:

had the sea, and it was the most beauti-

like it: meeting different kinds of people
from all over the world has had a great

Spain:
Ignacio Irastorza ?22
?The Gunnery is very different from my

dent body and what this diversity brings

China:
Jingyi "Linda" Fan '21
?Classes are difficult, especially at the

to campus. The Highlander interviewed

beginning. It?s also hard to remember

some of these students to learn more

names because I met so many people in

about them and to see how they ended

a very small amount of time. I also had

up in rural Connecticut. Here are their

difficulties adapting to the environment

Germany:
Coco Schweyer ?21 and
Mara Thomas ?22
?People are nice, so we get used to it.

answers:

because it?s different from my home. I?m

The students are all very nice but at

also a little bit homesick, but with time,

first, it was hard to make friends. I first

All of these perspectives let us gain a lit-

things will go well because there are

had trouble with my homework because

tle perspective on the international stu-

many people who are willing to help

I have to translate everything, but it has

dent

me. Also, my teachers are very fun.?

gotten better. I?m getting closer to other

struggles, and think about the chal-

students, and I?m never homesick, so I

lenges and the excitement that comes

didn?t have a problem with it. And now

with being far from home.

at The Gunnery value our diverse stu-

Cameroon:
Noé Enoumedi ?20
?From the moment I arrived at school, I
immediately liked it. It is a pleasant
school and I have the feeling of being
people and that?s very different from my

Australia:
Grace Robinson ?21
?[Adapting] was pretty hard at the be-

old school in Cameroon. It had been a

ginning because there is a big-time dif-

appreciated by everybody. I met loving

ful place in the world for me.?

school. But it doesn't change the fact
that I like it. I think it's a great opportunity to be here. Yet, sometimes, I miss
Spanish food and my family.?

experience,

understand

their

I?m completely settled in.?

ference. I also have the feeling of be-
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The Hidden Life of Cheese
by Drew Sutherland '21

What?s Othello?s least

favorite type of

cheese?
As-IAGO.
New information has been leaked today
from a whistleblower in Bourne, revealing next year?s all-school summer reading book: The Hidden Life of Cheese by
Colby Stilton. The book is an influential
New York Times bestseller about
cheesemaking, written by a certified
cheese expert recognized by the American Cheese Society.
What?s Medusa?s favorite type of cheese?

Why is cheddar a bad musician?
Because it?s always... sharp.
While writing this, new information is
coming out by the second. We now have
next year?s all- school orientation activity: cheesemaking! From scratch. The
cow and all. In addition, we shall also be
drawing diagrams describing parts of
cheese and how they are made.
More importantly, we will discuss how
all of that boils back down to the Gunnery. Is Freddy Gunn the cow, the milk
or something else? That?s for you to decide!

Gorgon-zola.
In the small excerpt I read from the
book since finding out what it was, I
have gathered its premise. The Hidden
Life of Cheese as a book defies classification: yes, it is very factual, but it also
has powerful anecdotes and quite
lengthy stories about other famous
cheesemongers. I have only read the
first two chapters? roughly 15 pages
each? which include a great many action scenes and even an engaging
romance.

What do you say when you leave cheese
home by itself?
I left it all prov-olone!

For all Gunnery students returning next
year, get ready for a tasty and adventurous ride through the history of cheese
and its makers.

One must be very mature to understand
all of these puns. I wanted to build a
roque-fort to read it in peace. It?s nacho
cheese book, it?s mine.

What cheese is made backward?
Edam.
Why is the author of The Hidden Life of
Cheese qualified to write about this
topic, you may ask? Even though you
didn?t ask, he passed the T.A.S.T.E. test,
with a ?full American,? a perfect score.
The T.A.S.T.E. Test (Technical, Aesthetic, Sensory, Tasting Evaluation Test)
is a test of cheese identification. According to Cheese Culture Magazine, a
mere 200 people pass this exam every
year, making cheese certification by the
ACS one of the most coveted designations in the country.

Granted, while all of this is just hearsay,
I believe I do have the definitive piece of

Lastly, the author?s first published book

evidence that proves all of this: a photograph of Mr. Becker and the English

is relatively unknown, but it holds a
very special place in my heart: The De-

Department sharing... wait for it? a
cheese platter. What other reason would

finitive Book of Cheese Puns: Volume I.
It is so gouda. I camembert to not read

the Head of School have for voluntarily
spending time with the English Depart-

this book. I dropped it and it caused debrie to fly everywhere.

ment? Sorry, Mr. Visentin, but you
know it?s true.

No, I?m not done.

...I?ll stop now.

